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Superb! Marvellous! Awesome! Brutal to the bone! These are some words and expressions that
came to my mind immediately after the first track of this terrific tape started to play! Wow, guys!
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This is metal in its essence, the best kind of metal done in the basements of this underground
world! Fast, desperate, raw and evil as all metal should be, this demo-tape by Hellcurse is
hugely indicated for those who love the purest underground music, that one which makes you
want the loudest volume to bang your head to constantly. They are energetic as fuck, man! I'm
wordless as if I were in front of one of the seven world wonders...well, you may think I'm
exxagerating and sure I am, but I'm just doing this, because I really think you, old school
metalhead, should look for this tape right now!

  

The tape has good art production, with a great cover, professionally printed in black, white and
red, with an excellent drawing that would certainly fit very well to a t-shirt (I would proudly wear
one!) and the sound is clear too, although this does not mean that they have any kind of super
production here. No, indeed! They deliver a rotten and aggressive sound that will not disappoint
the most demanding underground metal freaks. "Funeral Rape" starts with all the fury, with
great riffs and an insane vocalist who screams all the time with total property. He knows what
he is doing here and surely is not kidding! "Satan's Curse" is another fucking track, followed by
the ultra speed "Unholy Holocaust", in which it seems that these guys are entirely possessed by
the forces of evil metal. "Infernal Might" is killer too, starting with a midtempo rhythm, but soon
falling into their typical ear massacre, with much speed and those Whiplash-esque riffs that
make the blood boil inside our veins. Unfortunately, this one of those demos tahta surely leave
you begging for more, since all the 5 tracks don't take more than 15 minutes, I guess! 

  

 Well, I wil not talk anything more about them! Just go out now and try to find this tape. You
have to be fast - as fast as their music - if you want one, because this stuff is limited to 150
copies. So, write to Impurity Prods now or look for Hellcurse as fast as you can! This is real
metal made to the devils of the underground! Totally recommended! Cristianp Passos
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